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Number cards: Practice number recognition, number words, and counting sets to
20. 
Count and clip cards: Count the pumpkins and use a clothespin or paperclip to
identify the right number. You can make this a self-checking activity by placing a
small sticker on the back of the card behind the correct number.
Number puzzles: Assemble the puzzles matching the number to three sets that
coordinate with that number. You can make this a self-checking activity by
placing small matching stickers on the back of each puzzle piece. Just use
different stickers for each puzzle. 
Addition practice: Count the seeds in the pumpkin. Add seeds (real or playdough)
to make ten. How many were added? Write the missing addend.
Color clip cards: Identify the color of each pumpkin. Use a clothespin to mark the
correct color word.
Comparing sets: Read the sentence. Count the pumpkins in each set. Use a
clothespin to identify the set that answers the question.
Patterns: Use manipulatives (buttons, pom poms, blocks, etc) to build each
pattern. 
Shape sort: Identify the shape of each pumpkin and match it to the correct
sorting mat.
Size sorting: Sort each set of images from smallest to largest on the sorting
mat.
Ten frames: Identify the number at the top of each pumpkin. Use manipulatives
or markers to build each number in the ten frames.
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MATH
ACTIVITIES



1

2

ONE

TWO



3 THREE

4 FOUR



FIVE5

6 SIX



SEVEN7

8 EIGHT



NINE9

10 TEN



ELEVEN11

12 TWELVE



14 FOURTEEN

13 THIRTEEN



15

16

FIFTEEN

SIXTEEN



18

17

EIGHTEEN

SEVENTEEN



TWENTY

19

20

NINETEEN



0    1    2 2    0    1

1    3    2 3    4   2

How many pumpkins? How many pumpkins?

How many pumpkins? How many pumpkins?



6    4    5 5    6    4

7    9    8 9    7    8

How many pumpkins? How many pumpkins?

How many pumpkins? How many pumpkins?



9    10    8 8    9    10

1    3    2 2    1   3

How many pumpkins? How many pumpkins?

How many pumpkins? How many pumpkins?



3     5    4 2    3    4

6    5    4 4    6    5

How many pumpkins? How many pumpkins?

How many pumpkins? How many pumpkins?



5    6    7 8    7    9

8    9    7 10    8    9

How many pumpkins? How many pumpkins?

How many pumpkins? How many pumpkins?























Make 10.

0 + __ = 10

Make 10.

1 + __ = 10

Make 10.

2 + __ = 10

Make 10.

3 + __ = 10



Make 10.

4 + __ = 10

Make 10.

5 + __ = 10

Make 10.

6 + __ = 10

Make 10.

7 + __ = 10



Make 10.

8 + __ = 10

Make 10.

9 + __ = 10

Make 10.

10 + __ = 10



orange or yellowbrown or red

black or greenyellow or green



orange or purplepink or blue

brown or bluewhite or pink



white or greengray or black

brown or black



Which set has more pumpkins?

Which set has more pumpkins?



Which set has more pumpkins?

Which set has more pumpkins?



Which set has more pumpkins?

Which set has more pumpkins?



Which set has fewer seeds?

Which set has fewer seeds?



Which set has fewer seeds?

Which set has fewer seeds?



Which set has fewer seeds?

Which set has fewer seeds?













circle

heart



rectangle

triangle



square

star
































